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Abstract 10 

Despite inter-building longwave radiative exchanges playing an important role in determining 11 

building energy and environmental performance, simulation tools (e.g. EnergyPlus) simplify 12 

this by assuming the surface temperature of surrounding buildings to be equal to the air 13 

temperature, and therefore cause bias. Here we propose a ‘spin-up’ approach to update 14 

building external surface temperature using either air or the isolated building temperatures. 15 

Neighbourhoods with different plan area fraction of buildings (λP) are analysed to assess the 16 

impact on building external surface temperatures, cooling and heating energy demand as well 17 

as indoor overheating degree hours. Using the default EnergyPlus method causes a large bias 18 

in all metrics in a dense urban area (λP = 0.6) and climates assessed (cf. the new method): 19 

external wall temperature (3 °C less, midday median), annual energy demand for cooling 20 

(17.1% less) and heating (6.2% higher), annual overheating degree hours during the day (> 21 

28 °C, 24.5% less) and night (> 26 °C, 60.1% less). These biases are larger at lower latitudes. 22 

Thus, neglecting the surroundings influence on inter-building longwave radiation impacts 23 

critical design considerations of building energy and thermal performance in dense urban 24 
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areas.  25 

Keywords: Inter-building longwave radiation; Building energy simulation; Building surface temperature; 26 
Indoor overheating risk; Urban environment 27 

Nomenclature 28 

F   View factor with subscripts (e.g. boi→a: boi to air)  29 
subscripts 30 

a  air 31 
adj  adjacent 32 
boi  building of interest   33 
g  ground 34 
sky  sky 35 

T  Temperature (K)  36 
subscripts  37 

a  Typical meteorological year (TMY) air temperature  38 
adj  external surface of adj buildings 39 
boi  external surface of boi 40 
iso  external surface of isolated building  41 
op  indoor operative (mean of air and radiant) temperature 42 
α  albedo - external building facet  43 
λP  plan area fraction 44 

 45 

1. Introduction 46 

The indoor thermal environment and cooling/heating energy consumption of buildings are 47 

affected by the local microclimate, including changes in longwave radiation from the 48 

surroundings. Longwave radiative exchange plays an important role in the urban heat island 49 

(Oleson et al., 2011), the urban energy balance (Oke, 1982), and in turn influences building 50 

energy performance (Santamouris et al., 2001). Ignoring longwave radiative exchanges with 51 

the surroundings in building energy simulations, can cause energy consumption to be 52 

overpredicted in winter and underpredicted in summer in mid-latitude cities (Bouyer et al., 53 

2011).  54 

Typically, building energy simulation (BES) tools are developed for isolated buildings and 55 

focus on the internal rather than external longwave radiation exchange (Allegrini et al., 2012; 56 

Evins et al., 2014) as obtaining both the external surface temperatures of the surroundings 57 

and the view factors in real urban areas is challenging (Yang et al., 2012; Evins et al., 2014). 58 
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BES longwave radiative exchanges between buildings are either pre-calculated using an 59 

urban climate model (e.g., TEB (Bueno et al., 2011), ENVI-met (Yang et al., 2012) and 60 

CitySim (Miller et al., 2018)), or indoor radiation schemes have been applied to surrounding 61 

external facets (so-called “false zone”, e.g. Vallati et al. (2018) and Allegrini et al. (2016) in 62 

TRNSYS). Both approaches have been restricted to simple geometries (e.g. symmetric and 63 

low-rise street canyons) (Evins et al., 2014).  64 

Commercial software (e.g. TRNSYS) by definition has more restricted availability than open-65 

access software. Free, open-source BES tools (e.g. EnergyPlus) tend to be well evaluated and 66 

widely used to assess building energy performance (Chan, 2011; Liu et al., 2015; Ciancio et 67 

al., 2018; Yang et al., 2019) and overheating risks (Demanuele et al., 2012; Mavrogianni et 68 

al., 2012; Oikonomou et al., 2012; Virk et al., 2015; Hwang et al., 2017). Urban climate 69 

studies using EnergyPlus have addressed different sources of air temperature (e.g. Chan, 70 

2011; Ciancio et al., 2018; Salvati et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2019), but very few consider 71 

longwave radiative exchanges from adjacent buildings (Evins et al., 2014; Luo et al., 2020).  72 

Three approaches are used to address longwave radiative exchanges between buildings with 73 

EnergyPlus according to our mini-review (Table 1). By default (#1, Table 1), the surface 74 

temperature of both the ground and adjacent buildings are assumed to be equal to the air 75 

temperature from weather data input. However, typically, air temperature has a smaller range 76 

than surface temperatures. In practise, roofs have the largest range (Morrison et al., 2020, 77 

2021) and walls are warmer during both the day and night (e.g. summer in London: south 78 

wall peak 15 °C warmer (cf. canopy air temperature peak), minimum 3 °C warmer (Morrison 79 

et al., 2020, 2021)). Also, the timing of the peak temperatures differs with air being later than 80 

facet surface temperatures apart from the east facet (e.g. peak air temperature around 4 hours 81 

later than the south wall peak surface temperature on a summer day in London (Morrison et 82 
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al., 2020, 2021)). Hence, using air rather than facet surface temperatures to derive longwave 83 

radiation is biased. This method assumes the view factors of the ground and adjacent 84 

buildings are equal to the residual of the sky (and further split into sky and air) view factors. 85 

A second method (Evins et al. (2014), #2, Table 1) assigns surface temperatures of the 86 

building of interest (boi) to adjacent (adj)buildings. All buildings are assumed to have the 87 

same height. First, the boi wall temperatures are determined assuming it is isolated (iso). 88 

Second, these are assigned to the corresponding adj building (e.g., east-facing wall → east-89 

facing wall). This neglects radiative exchanges for adjacent buildings.  90 

In the third method (#3, Table 1), a new EnergyPlus sub-module allows view factors and adj 91 

facet surface temperatures to be supplied from an external source. Luo et al. (2020) assume 92 

the adj is isolated, therefore ignore the building density (i.e. plan area fraction) influence on 93 

surface temperature. They account for the real setting view factors by using Monte Carlo ray 94 

tracing. Although, the siting assumptions and view factors (e.g. values, methods) can be 95 

changed between applications, a more fundamental constraint is that the surface temperature 96 

data are a static time series that does not dynamically respond during the simulation. 97 

Here, our aims are:  98 

(1) to improve EnergyPlus’ ability to account for longwave radiation from surrounding 99 

buildings impact on the external facets of a building of interest, 100 

(2) to assess the impacts these model changes to simulated building surface temperature, 101 

building heating/cooling demand and indoor thermal environment (indoor overheating 102 

hours and degree-hours), 103 

(3) to assess if these impacts are influenced by building density and/or climate, 104 

(4) to assess if the impacts are sufficient to be regarded as an improvement to EnergyPlus 105 

simulation outcome. 106 
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 107 
Table 1: Methods used in EnergyPlus (E+) to calculate longwave radiation. View factor (F) are determined 108 
using ray-tracing with #3 using the Monte Carlos method (section 2.2 and SM.1). The temperatures of the 109 
ground (Tg) are assigned the Typical meteorological year (TMY) air temperature (Ta) in all three cases but the 110 
external surface of adj buildings (Tadj) are assigned different temperature between the three. 111 
 112 
# Urban 

geometry 

View factors (F) considered Tadj Remarks References 

1 boi with 

adj 

buildings 

Fboi→sky; Fboi→a  

Fboi→g + Fboi→adj = 1 – (Fboi→sky + Fboi→a) 

Ta default   Kesten et al. (2012), Oikonomou et al. 

(2012), Ramponi et al. (2014), Gracik et al. 

(2015), Han et al. (2017), Salvati et al. 

(2017), Vartholomaios (2017), Martinopoulos 

et al. (2018), Lima et al. (2019), Boccalatte et 

al. (2020) 

2 Street 

canyon 
Fboi→sky and slope of the building 

surface 

Fboi→adj for the street canyon 

Tboi, iso Needs:  

Fboi→adj, Tadj 

Evins et al. (2014) 

3 A real case Fboi→adj 

1 –  Fboi→adj = Fboi→sky + Fboi→a + Fboi→g 

Tadj, iso Needs:  

Fboi→adj, Tadj 

Luo et al. (2020) 

2. Methods 113 

To compare inter-building longwave radiative exchange using the available methods in 114 

EnergyPlus, the building of interest (boi) is simulated assuming either it is isolated (iso) or 115 

with adjacent (adj) buildings at different densities and climates. To undertake this work, we 116 

use an idealised neighbourhood (3 × 3 aligned single-zone buildings). EnergyPlus Version 117 

9.4 (U.S. Department of Energy, 2020a) is used. 118 

2.1.Building energy simulation setup in EnergyPlus 119 

In this study we use the reference building BESTEST Case 600 from ANSI/ASHRAE 120 

Standard 140-2011 (ANSI/ASHRAE, 2011) for the analyses. This lightweight construction 121 

building (thermal properties are summarized in Table 2) is 8 m wide x 6 m long x 2.7 m tall, 122 

with no interior partitions, and two 2 m x 3 m windows on the south-facing wall. An ideal 123 

load system is assumed with a winter heating setpoint of 20 °C and summer cooling setpoint 124 

of 27 °C. The ventilation rate is 0.5 air change per hour (ACH). The internal heat load is 125 

constant at 200 W and assumed to be 100% sensible heat. To compare indoor overheating 126 

risks, the free-running building BESTEST Case 600 FF is used. Unlike Case 600, there is no 127 

mechanical heating or cooling system but everything else is the same (e.g. ventilation rate 128 
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remains 0.5 ACH).  129 

When the boi has adjacent buildings, they are all identical (Fig. 1). Given its replicability and 130 

generalisability, this idealised building has been widely used in neighbourhood-scale building 131 

energy simulation studies (e.g. #1, Table 1) (Liu et al., 2015). Building densities, 132 

characterised by the plan area fraction (λP), are varied (0.1, 0.3, 0.6) to cover a range found in 133 

real cities (Grimmond and Oke, 1999). The adj buildings modify the radiative exchanges. 134 

View factors (F) between the boi surfaces and adj surfaces are calculated with Monte Carlo 135 

ray-tracing method (Howell et al., 2010) (Section 2.2). TMY (typical meteorological year) 136 

data (ASHRAE, 2001) for three cities with similar longitude but different latitudes are 137 

chosen, hence different daylengths and climates are investigated: London (51.15° N, 0.18° 138 

W),  Aberdeen (57.20° N, 2.22° W) and Marseille (43.45° N, 5.23° E). The 10-min timestep 139 

simulations are used to assess convergence of the surface temperature but hourly sample are 140 

analysed. 141 

Table 2: Main features of construction elements from ANSI/ASHRAE (2011), with the normal incidence 142 
window albedo given modified by incident angle (Arasteh et al., 2009). 143 

Element Materials U-value α ε 

Walls Plasterboard, fiberglass quilt, wood siding 0.514 0.4 0.9 

Roof Plasterboard, fiberglass quilt, roof deck 0.318 0.4 0.9 

Floor Timber flooring, insulation 0.039 0.4 0.9 

Windows Double-pane glass 3.0 0.078 0.9 

 144 

 145 
Fig. 1.  Building of interest (boi) is in the centre of eight adjacent buildings (adj, purple), with different plan 146 
area fractions (λP): (a) 0.1, (b) 0.3, and (c) 0.6. 147 

2.2.Inter-building longwave radiation exchange 148 

The longwave radiative exchange between surfaces depends on surface temperature, spatial 149 

relations between surfaces and surroundings, and material properties of the surfaces (U.S. 150 
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Department of Energy, 2020b). In the absence of more detailed information, the EnergyPlus 151 

default setting assumes (U.S. Department of Energy, 2020b): the ground is flat;  the external 152 

surface temperature is equal to air temperature in the weather data input; all surfaces 153 

(including the ground) are opaque grey bodies; have isotropic emissivity; have uniform 154 

surface temperatures; no longwave reflection occurs; and across a sphere the total view factor 155 

(=1) from a building surface consists of only sky, ground, and buildings (U.S. Department of 156 

Energy, 2020b). 157 

Previously, EnergyPlus obtains surface temperature data for an adjacent building (Tadj) from 158 

(Fig. 2): (1) TMY air temperature (Ta) (#1, Table 1), or (2) calculated surface temperatures 159 

for an isolated building (Tiso) (#2,3, Table 1). However, neither represents conditions where 160 

adj buildings are also influenced by other buildings in the neighbourhood. In this study, we 161 

determine the adj surface temperature using the Luo et al. (2020) sub-module. However, as 162 

Luo et al. (2020) originally used static surface temperatures, we investigate the impact of 163 

building surface temperatures used on model spin-up on the results as this is important in 164 

urban areas (Best and Grimmond, 2014). Luo et al. (2020) uses static surface temperature 165 

time series which does not update after each iteration. In our new method, we spin-up the 166 

model by updating the building surface temperature from the previous run, until the 167 

EnergyPlus convergence criteria are met. Since EnergyPlus cannot calculate the external 168 

ground surface temperatures, they remain equal to TMY air temperatures (i.e. the default 169 

setting in EnergyPlus). 170 

For example, if the building of interest (boi) surface temperatures are obtained from an adj 171 

building that is isolated (Tiso) after i iterations (indicated as boiadj←iso,i), this involves the 172 

following steps (Fig. 2): (1) EnergyPlus is run for the entire year to obtain boiiso (isolated 173 

building of interest) surface temperature Tiso at each time step; (2) Tiso is assigned to the adj 174 
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buildings to initialise them by facet (e.g. surface temperature of N wall of boiiso is assigned 175 

onto the N wall of adj buildings as a yearlong EnergyPlus schedule file in csv format, and so 176 

as for other three facets.) All buildings are identical; (3) EnergyPlus is re-run to obtain the 177 

surface temperatures of boiadj←iso for the year; (4) Repeat Step (2), surface temperatures of 178 

boiadj←iso are assigned to boiadj←iso,1 as Tadj; and, (5) so on for each i with convergence 179 

assessment made for each wall facet. For external surface temperatures of each facet, this 180 

convergence criteria is 0.01 °C (Winkelmann, 2001). Iteration stops when the annual mean 181 

bias error (MBE, Section 2.4) between the current and previous iteration of each facet is 182 

within ±0.01 °C. Similar procedures are applied for boiadj←a,i with Ta used for initialisation.  183 

In these simulation, although other variables (e.g. air temperature, wind) that are also 184 

impacted by the surroundings (Tang et al., 2021), they do not vary from their original TMY 185 

values at each time step. 186 

 187 

 188 

Fig. 2. Simulation workflow for different cases with Tiso or Ta used as the initial Tadj. In subsequent iteration Tadj 189 
is used to calculate Tboi, and Tboi used for Tadj in the next simulation. 190 

If Ta is assigned to adj buildings (boiadj←a), the default EnergyPlus view factor calculation 191 

method is used. As ground and adj buildings are assumed to have the thermal characteristics 192 

of air (U.S. Department of Energy, 2020b), the boi surface to non-sky surfaces view factor is 193 

obtained by subtracting the sky view factor from 1. It is assumed that the sky longwave 194 
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radiance distribution is isotropic.  195 

When surrounding buildings exist, EnergyPlus calculates the sky view factor for 144 points 196 

(6 zeniths x 24 azimuths) evenly distributed across the sky dome. The view factor is the 197 

fraction of building external surfaces receiving points (4 points per facet, the rectangular area 198 

is defined by its length and width) relative to the 144 sky dome points (U.S. Department of 199 

Energy, 2020c).  200 

For the boiadj←iso  we follow Luo et al. (2020) and use a Monte Carlo ray-tracing approach 201 

from the building surface (Howell et al., 2010): 202 

𝐹1→2 =
𝐴2

𝑛
∑

cos 𝜃1 cos 𝜃2

𝜋𝑟2
𝑛
𝑖=1 𝐻𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘           (1) 203 

where n is the number of pairs of randomly points on surfaces 1 and 2,  A2 the area of surface 204 

2, r the ray length, θ is the angle between the ray and the surface normal, Hblock indicates if 205 

the ray is blocked by other surfaces (= 0, obstructed) or not (= 1). In this study, we find n = 206 

3000 to be sufficient by comparing the Monte Carlo method to analytical results (section SM. 207 

1).  208 

With view factors to adj building surfaces determined, the sky and ground view factors are 209 

given by the residual (1 – ∑ Fadj). As all buildings in the neighbourhood are the same size, 210 

Fboi→g and Fboi→sky are equal. To reduce computational cost, we assume each adj building facet 211 

has uniform surface temperatures independent of material variations (e.g. glass, concrete) 212 

(Evins et al., 2014; Luo et al., 2020). Impact of this simplification has been analysed and the 213 

surface temperature difference is suggested to be smaller than 0.2 °C (section SM. 2). 214 

2.3. Building heating/cooling load and overheating risk  215 

Heating and cooling loads are calculated for Ideal Loads Air System with 100% efficiency 216 

(U.S. Department of Energy, 2020d) and setpoints of 20 °C for heating in winter and 27 °C 217 
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for cooling in summer. The indoor overheating risk within free-running buildings is assessed 218 

based on the degree hours (Zhang et al., 2006; Porritt et al., 2011, 2012) exceeding indoor 219 

operative temperature thresholds of CIBSE Guide A (CIBSE, 2006) (28 °C for the living area 220 

and 26 °C for the bedroom). Given the single-zone boi, we split the day based on occupancy 221 

into night (‘bedroom’, 23:00 to 7:00) and day (‘living room’, 07:00-23:00) (Porritt et al., 222 

2012). The CIBSE overheating thresholds, determined for the UK climate, may not be 223 

directly applicable to other climates, however, we use them in all climates (i.e. including 224 

Marseilles) for consistency in the comparisons. 225 

2.4. Analysis metrics 226 

Mean absolute error (MAE) and mean bias error (MBE) are used to assess the difference in 227 

surface temperatures between iterations: 228 

𝑀𝐴𝐸 =
1

𝑁
∑ |𝑦𝑗 − 𝑥𝑗|𝑁

𝑗=1              (2) 229 

𝑀𝐵𝐸 =
1

𝑁
∑ (𝑦𝑗 − 𝑥𝑗)𝑁

𝑗=1             (3) 230 

where yj and xj are data from two cases at instance j, and N is the number of values analysed 231 

(e.g. a year with 10-min timestep, N = 52560). The distribution of hourly surface temperature 232 

variances between iterations is analysed in Section 3.1. 233 

The normalised mean bias error is used in multiple guidelines for uncertainty analysis of 234 

building energy simulation programmes (Ruiz and Bandera, 2017): 235 

𝑛𝑀𝐵𝐸 =
1

𝑁

∑ (𝑦𝑗−𝑥𝑗)𝑁
𝑗=1

�̅�𝑗
× 100%            (4) 236 

In this study, we use nMBE to compare the hourly load variance between different cases. The 237 

ASHRAE Guideline 14 (ASHRAE, 2014) sets the uncertainty limits for building energy 238 

simulation programmes as nMBE within ±10% for hourly data. 239 
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For annual energy demand and overheating degree hour comparisons, the percentage 240 

difference is calculated as the ratio of difference between cases to the base case. 241 

2.5.Evaluation of longwave radiative exchange with observations 242 

To evaluate the longwave radiative calculations, surface temperature observations (Morrison 243 

et al., 2021, 2018) conducted at the Comprehensive Outdoor Scale Model (COSMO) test site 244 

(Kanda et al., 2007) are used. The 100 m × 50 m site has 32 × 16 aligned arrays of 1.5 m cubic 245 

concrete blocks (0.1 m wall thickness, λP = 0.25). The long axis is oriented 49° west of true 246 

north.  247 

Surface brightness temperatures were measured with two Optris PI160 LWIR cameras 248 

(Optris GmbH, Germany) facing north (Fig. 3a) and south. The measurements for a 249 

predominantly clear-sky day (2nd August 2014) are selected for evaluation. The experimental 250 

setup is reproduced in EnergyPlus consisting of 3 × 3 array of concrete cubes all with the 251 

same size and thickness (0.1 m dense concrete wall, conductivity = 1.63 W m-1K-1, density = 252 

2300 kg m-3, specific heat = 1000 J kg-1K-1 (CIBSE, 2006)). EnergyPlus simulations of 253 

brightness temperatures are compared to the observations (Fig. 3b,c) by treating the concrete 254 

blocks as blackbodies (i.e. by assuming emissivity = 1 in EnergyPlus simulations). The 255 

weather data used in the EnergyPlus simulations are measured at the site or nearby (Morrison 256 

et al., 2021, 2018). 257 

 258 

 259 
Fig. 3. Comprehensive Outdoor Scale Model (COSMO) test site in Japan (a) view near the north-viewing 260 
longwave infrared camera location, (b) brightness temperature (Tb)  from the north-viewing camera at 2nd 261 
August 2014 10:00 local standard time, (c) model geometry used in EnergyPlus. Sources (a,b): Morrison et al. 262 
(2018). 263 
 264 
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3. Results 265 

3.1.Impact of iteration on surface temperature  266 

First, we assess if using an iterative approach (model spin up) to obtain external building 267 

surface temperature of surrounding buildings could impact the model surface temperature 268 

(Fig. 4). In all test cases, the mean bias error (MBE) indicates that there is a difference in 269 

surface temperature (i.e. MBE is not 0 °C) between the first and second iteration.   270 

As neighbourhood density impacts both the shortwave and longwave radiative exchanges; for 271 

example, shadows and receipt of longwave radiation are very different with adjacent 272 

buildings (cf. isolated building), we assess if the impact of interactions varies with plan area 273 

fraction (λP). The number of iterations needed to meet the surface temperature convergence 274 

criteria (<0.01 °C) increases with urban density. At the lowest building density considered (λP 275 

= 0.1, Fig. 1) only two iterations are needed, increasing to three for λP = 0.3, and five when λP 276 

= 0.6 (Fig. 4). This is expected as the building of interest (boi) becomes increasingly 277 

influenced by the surroundings. At λP = 0.6, both the south-facing and north-facing walls of 278 

boiadj←iso,i require more iterations to converge than other facets as they have largest difference 279 

between the initial and final surface temperatures. In addition to MBE, the distribution of 280 

surface temperature differences between boiadj←a,4 and boiadj←a,5 at λP = 0.6 are shown in Fig. 281 

5. For the north-facing wall with the largest difference, there are 93.6% of time steps within 282 

the convergence criteria of ±0.01°C, while for other facets the fraction is higher than 99%. 283 

Second, we consider the impact of source of the initial surface temperatures values (i.e. 284 

boiadj←iso.i and boiadj←a.i). The difference between the two sources is large for the first 285 

iteration, up to 1.15 °C in the dense neighbourhood (λP = 0.6), but negligible in the low-286 

density neighbourhood (λP = 0.1). Obviously, with each iteration their difference decreases 287 

(Fig. 4, 6) indicating that by updating Tadj it can modify an initial common value independent 288 
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of the initial surface temperature chosen. As boiadj←iso,5 and boiadj←a,5 have very similar 289 

surface temperatures, hereafter three representative cases are analysed:  290 

(i) boiadj←a using the default EnergyPlus method (‘base’);  291 

(ii) boiadj←iso following Luo et al. (2020) (no iteration); and  292 

(iii) boiadj←a,5 the most realistic case with initialisation from TMY air temperature and 293 

five iterations. 294 

 295 
Fig. 4. Annual mean bias error (MBE, section 2.4; 10-min timestep, N=52560) determined using the external 296 
building surface temperature of the previous iteration (Fig. 2) for different facets (colour) in London with three 297 
plan area fractions (λP) (marker) and two initial adj surface temperatures (columns) with convergence criteria 298 
(0.01 °C, dashed line). Seasonal MBE and annual MAE are shown in section SM.3. 299 

 300 
Fig. 5. Distribution of facet surface temperature differences (10-min timestep, N=52560) between boiadj←a,5 and 301 
boiadj←a,4 at λP = 0.6 with interquartile range (box), median (horizontal line) and 5th and 95th percentiles 302 
(whiskers). 303 
 304 
 305 
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 306 
Fig. 6. As Fig. 4, but with different initial surface temperatures for different facets (colour) and plan area 307 
fractions (λP) (marker). Iteration 0 is boiadj←iso → boiadj←a. Seasonal MBE and annual MAE are shown in Section 308 
SM.4. 309 
 310 
 311 

3.2.Evaluation of simulated brightness temperatures with observations 312 

The EnergyPlus simulated brightness surface temperatures using the above three methods can 313 

capture the main trend of observed diurnal pattern in an urban context (λP = 0.25, Fig. 3) (Fig. 314 

7). The proposed improvement (boiadj←a.5) results are more similar to the observations than 315 

the default method (boiadj←a). boiadj←a,5 brightness temperatures are slightly larger (0.1 °C in 316 

average) than boiadj←iso in this area because of the relatively low λP. It is expected that such 317 

difference will be much obvious when λP is high. This will be discussed in section 3.3.  318 

The simulated surface temperatures are impacted by the ground surface temperature being set 319 

to the same as air temperature, whereas it will have a larger range: warmer during the day and 320 

depending on view factors cooler/warmer at night (e.g. summer in London: impervious 321 

ground peak 10 °C warmer (cf. canopy air temperature peak), minimum 3 °C warmer 322 

(Morrison et al., 2020)). Therefore, assigning the air temperature to the ground can 323 

potentially underpredict the longwave radiation received by building external walls, and 324 

hence underpredict the wall surface temperatures. 325 

 326 
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 327 
Fig. 7. Comparison of simulated (assuming emissivity = 1, 10-min) and observed (hourly median, line) brightness 328 
temperatures (5th and 95th percentiles: shading) at the COSMO site (Fig. 3) on 2nd August 2014. Observations 329 
are data from Morrison et al.'s Fig. 10c (2018). 330 

3.3.External wall (opaque part) surface temperature in London 331 

The longwave radiative calculation method selected (Section 3.1) changes the external 332 

building surface temperature diurnal cycle by facet orientation (Fig. 8a-f: north facing wall, 333 

g-x: south-facing wall - non-glass part). As expected, peak differences occur near solar noon, 334 

and when external surface temperatures are warmer than air temperature (Morrison et al., 335 

2020, 2021).  336 

The neighbourhood density impacts the boi external building surface temperatures. The 337 

smallest differences between methods occurs for the lowest-density (λP = 0.1) 338 

neighbourhood. These differences are smaller at night (0.8 °C) than during the day (3 °C) in 339 

summer (Fig. 8c), and varies less in the winter (night=1 °C; day=1.5 °C, Fig 8f) for the north-340 

facing wall. The south-facing wall surface temperature differences are smaller, but the 341 

median difference at midday is still as large as 2 °C in summer (Fig. 8i) and 1.2 °C in winter 342 

(Fig. 8l). This suggests the default method (boiadj←a, #1, Table 1) in EnergyPlus introduces 343 

biases to the surface temperature in dense urban areas at London’s latitude. As the external 344 
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building surface temperature is an important variable in EnergyPlus-related coupling (Zhang 345 

et al., 2013), such biases can result in further uncertainties.  346 

The diurnal temporal pattern differs among the three methods, for example, timing of the 347 

surface temperature peak. In winter the north-facing wall (λP = 0.6) surface temperature 348 

assigned from isolated building to adj buildings (boiadj←iso; cf. boiadj←a) peaks later than the 349 

one after five iterations using the air temperature initially (boiadj←a,5; cf. boiadj←a) (Fig. 8f). 350 

The south-facing wall of the iso building is heated by the sun, surface temperatures continue 351 

to increase for a longer period after noon, and leads to more longwave radiation exchange for 352 

the boi north-facing wall. While for boiadj←a,5, south-facing wall of the adj building becomes 353 

shaded around noon, so the longwave radiation starts to decrease earlier than for boiadj←iso. 354 

Daytime in winter, the north-facing wall surface temperature difference between boiadj←iso 355 

and boiadj←a is higher than for the other facet orientations for the denser areas (λP = 0.3 and 356 

0.6; Fig. 8e, f). With the lower solar altitude in winter, much less direct solar radiation is 357 

received by the south-facing wall in denser neighbourhoods. Thus, the difference in south-358 

facing wall (non-glass area) surface temperature between shaded and isolated buildings 359 

becomes much larger and further influences the longwave radiation calculated. This 360 

difference is more evident on days with larger fluxes (e.g. 75th percentile) than the median 361 

(Fig. 8f), because of the high frequency of winter cloudy periods (in the London TMY data) 362 

which reduces the solar radiation differences between isolated and surrounding buildings. 363 

Whereas on a clear winter day (30th December, i.e. at the 75th percentile), a large diurnal 364 

cycle of boiadj←iso occurs (Fig. 9). During the midday hours, the boiadj←iso surface temperature 365 

is greater than boiadj←a,5 by 2 °C. This does not occur for the south-facing wall, as the 366 

opposite adj north-facing walls are less influenced by the solar radiation compared to adj 367 

south-facing wall.  368 
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The night-time surface temperature from the boiadj←iso method is cooler overall than when the 369 

boiadj←a,5 method is used, because of the lack of nocturnal longwave trapping. The 370 

underprediction is largest when λP = 0.6. These surface temperature differences are up to 371 

0.6 °C.  372 

View factors calculated by the EnergyPlus default method (i.e. as in boiadj←a) and Monte 373 

Carlo ray-tracing method (i.e. used in the following iterations) may introduce uncertainties. 374 

To address such impact, similar comparisons (as Fig. 8) are made in Fig. 10 but with surface 375 

temperatures of boiadj←a simulated with the updated method (input Tadj and view factors 376 

independently). Results suggest that comparing with the updated view factor calculating 377 

method for boiadj←a, the default method by EnergyPlus tends to underpredict surface 378 

temperatures of boiadj←a. Such underpredictions are greater at λP = 0.3 and 0.6, which are up 379 

to 0.3 °C and 0.5 °C in median, respectively. The increase in surface temperatures of boiadj←a 380 

hence reduces difference between it and the other two cases (boiadj←iso and boiadj←a,5), 381 

especially at night due to the relatively smaller differences, but variations between spin-up 382 

(boiadj←a,5) and non-spin-up (boiadj←iso and boiadj←a) methods still exist. 383 

In summary, the boiadj←iso method causes large differences in wall surface temperatures 384 

compared to the method with the most iterations/spin-ups (boiadj←a,5). These differences are 385 

most evident at night and in the winter near noon.  386 

 387 
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 388 
Fig. 8. Median diurnal cycle (lines) and inter-quartile ranges (shading) of (a-f) north-facing and (g-l) south-389 
facing wall (non-glass part) surface temperature differences (hourly) using boiadj←iso and boiadj←a,5 or boiadj←a in 390 
summer (JJA) and winter (DJF) in London for plan area fractions (a,d,g,j) λP=0.1, (b,e,h,k) λP=0.3, (c,f,i,l) 391 
λP=0.6. 392 
 393 
 394 

 395 
Fig. 9. London (λP = 0.6) clear winter day (30th December) diurnal differences in hourly north-facing wall 396 
surface temperature relative to boiadj←a when using boiadj←iso and boiadj←a,5. 397 
 398 
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 399 
Fig. 10. As Fig. 8, but with boiadj←a calculated with updated view factors. 400 

3.4.Impact of longwave radiation method on building energy demand in London 401 

Choice of longwave radiative exchange method (Table 1) impacts the annual cooling and 402 

heating energy demands.  Simulations for London neighbourhoods with different λP show 403 

differences in energy demand, relative to base case (boiadj←a), to increase with λP (Table 3). 404 

The annual cooling energy demand is predicted to be larger using boiadj←iso (cf. boiadj←a) by 405 

12.4% (13% for boiadj←a,5), whereas annual heating energy demand is lower (cf. boiadj←a) by 406 

3.1% (5% for boiadj←a,5) at λP = 0.6.  407 

These differences are large compared to previous studies. For example, Evins et al.(2014) 's  408 

study in Geneva (unspecified λP) predicts a 5.1% increase in cooling energy and 3.5% 409 

decrease in heating energy (boiadj←a to boiadj←iso). Similarly for Chicago (λP unknown), Luo et 410 

al. (2020) report a 0.2% - 3.2% increase in cooling energy and 0.2% - 3.6% decrease in 411 

heating energy (#1 to #3, Table 1). While Bouyer et al. (2011) model longwave radiation in 412 

an urban context (unspecified λP) in Lyon using a CFD-thermoradiative coupling with their 413 

own building energy model. They obtain a larger impact (19.1% increase in building cooling 414 
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energy and 9.3% decrease in heating energy) possibly due to the different simulation 415 

methods, building models and settings (e.g., building of interest - 7-stories located in a dense 416 

neighbourhood with large window-to-wall ratio - 66.7% glazing area on all facets). Also by 417 

using CFD, the local wind can be modified by the neighbourhood, which will further 418 

influence the surface temperatures and building energy consumption. While in our study the 419 

influence of neighbourhood on wind is not considered in this study, but is included in our 420 

new work (Tang et al., 2021). 421 

This suggests neglecting neighbourhood characteristics’ (λP) influence on inter-building 422 

longwave radiation simulations (Table 3) may result in important differences in energy 423 

demand predictions. The EnergyPlus default longwave radiative exchange method is suitable 424 

for buildings in areas with λP < 0.1 as the longwave radiation from adj buildings is relatively 425 

small, but not if simulating building thermal energy performance in a relatively denser urban 426 

area (e.g., λP > 0.3). The boiadj←iso method tends to underpredict the annual cooling demand 427 

but overpredict the heating demand. 428 

Diurnal cycles of cooling and heating loads difference are shown in Fig. 11. Consistent with 429 

the building external surface temperature pattern (Fig. 8, 9), the peak cooling load of boiadj←a 430 

is the smallest and the heating load the highest. Similarly, peak load differences between the 431 

other two methods and the default method increase with λP. The heating load differences in 432 

the afternoon are closer to 0 at λP = 0.1 and 0.3 (Fig. 11b, d), because the more open 433 

neighbourhoods receive more solar radiation allowing the indoor air temperature to be above 434 

the heating setpoint (no heating is required). When λP = 0.6 (Fig. 11f), heating is needed 435 

during the whole day in winter in all cases, creating larger differences. In the densest 436 

neighbourhood (λP = 0.6), the peak cooling load difference between boiadj←a,5 and boiadj←a 437 

could be as high as 4 W m-2
 in summer (median), which is comparable to the internal heat 438 
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gain of 4.17 W m-2 used in these simulations. In winter, the median difference is larger than 1 439 

W m-2. Here, the nMBE (see section 2.4) is calculated with the hourly differences of 440 

cooling/heating load of boiadj←iso and boiadj←a,5 (cf. boiadj←a). When λP = 0.6, hourly cooling 441 

load of both boiadj←iso and boiadj←a,5 nMBE are around 12% in summer (not shown), and for 442 

winter heating load are -4% and -2%, respectively. The summer values clearly exceed the 443 

ASHRAE 10% uncertainty limits (section 2.4). Hence, using the EnergyPlus default 444 

longwave radiative exchange method could introduce a non-negligible bias into the simulated 445 

loads.  446 

Table 3: (a) Annual cooling and heating energy demand and (b) percentage variation comparing with boiadj←a; 447 
(c) nMBE (section 2.4) of hourly load comparing with boiadj←a in London for different λP. 448 

  

λP 

(a) Energy demand (kWh)  (b) Percentage variation (%)  (c) nMBE (%) 

 boiadj←a boiadj←a.5 boiadj←iso  boiadj←a.5 boiadj←iso  boiadj←a.5 boiadj←iso 

 0.1 55.4 55.9 55.9  0.9 0.9  1.0 1.0 

Cooling 0.3 46.0 47.8 47.7  3.8 3.6  4.0 3.9 

 0.6 24.9 28.1 28.0  13.0 12.4  12.3 12.0 

 0.1 94.6 94.2 94.2  -0.5 -0.4  -0.3 -0.3 

Heating 0.3 96.9 95.0 95.3  -2.0 -1.6  -1.4 -1.2 

 0.6 107.3 101.9 104.0  -5.0 -3.1  -3.7 -2.3 

 449 

 450 
Fig. 11. Median diurnal cycle (lines) and inter-quartile range (shading) of hourly cooling load differences in 451 
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summer (JJA) and heating load differences in winter (DJF) from boiadj←a (default method) in London for plan 452 
area fraction (a,b) λP=0.1, (c,d) λP=0.3, (e,f) λP=0.6. (e) internal load (red dashed line) provides a reference for 453 
comparison. (b,d) winter for  λP = 0.1 and 0.3. All differences are < 0 because indoor temperatures are warmer 454 
than the setpoint, so heating system is not used. 455 

3.5.Indoor overheating risk in London 456 

To assess the impact on indoor overheating risk, we use the annual overheating degree hours 457 

above 26 °C and 28 °C (section 2.3) as the metric for our reference building in free-running 458 

condition in London (section 2.1). A building in a low-density neighbourhood (λP = 0.1) 459 

receives more shortwave radiation (than denser neighbourhoods) and therefore the 460 

overheating degree hours are larger (Table 4) given the other meteorological parameters (i.e., 461 

TMY weather data) are the same.  462 

In the densest neighbourhood (λP = 0.6), the predicted overheating degree hours for boiadj←a,5 463 

are higher during the both the day (18 %, time period defined in section 2.3) and night (43%, 464 

Table 4) when using the boiadj←a,5 (cf. boiadj←a). These biases are large and comparable to 465 

effects of increasing external wall insulation (Porritt et al. 2012). Porritt et al. (2012) 466 

identified increasing external wall insulation as one of most effective interventions for 467 

mitigating overheating, as it could reduce the degree hours for living rooms (> 28°C) by 20-468 

22% and bedrooms (> 26 °C) by 49–51% in the UK climate. The boiadj←iso method tends to 469 

underpredict the overheating risk (cf. boiadj←a,5), especially at night (12% less when λP = 0.6) 470 

as it cannot capture the effect of nocturnal longwave radiation trapping between buildings. 471 

Another overheating criteria, maximum indoor operative temperature (Top) (section 2.3), set 472 

by BS EN 15251 (BSI, 2007) and CIBSE TM52 (CIBSE, 2013), can be assessed based on 473 

diurnal cycles (Fig. 12). The median differences in Top (boiadj←a,5 cf. boiadj←a) are 1.3 °C in 474 

summer. These are as large as the overheating risk assessment classes defined in BS EN 475 

15251 (BSI, 2007) of  1 °C. Thus, the choice of longwave radiation method may lead to an 476 

overheating risk level misclassification. With night-time differences reaching 0.8 °C, and this 477 
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period of the day overheating will become more critical than daytime for free-running 478 

buildings if occupants are indoors and unable to take adaptive interventions (e.g., open 479 

windows) when sleeping (Anderson et al., 2013).  480 

As the discrepancy between existing methods (boiadj←a and boiadj←iso) is large, it is especially 481 

critical to use the iterative/spin-up inter-building longwave calculating method when 482 

assessing indoor overheating risk in cities. 483 

Table 4: London with different λP. simulated (a) annual overheating degree hours and (b) percentage variation 484 
(cf. boiadj←a, defined in section 2.4). Day (7:00 to 23:00, defined in section 2.3) and night (23:00 to 7:00) and 485 
indoor operative temperature thresholds are 28 °C (day) and 26 °C (night) (CIBSE, 2006). 486 

 λP (a) Overheating degree hours  (b) Percentage variation (%) 

  boiadj←a boiadj←a.5 boiadj←iso  boiadj←a.5 boiadj←iso 

 0.1 16949 17147 17144  1.2 1.1 

Day 0.3 14261 15045 14990  5.5 5.1 

 0.6 7948 9398 9191  18.2 15.6 

 0.1 602 619 619  2.8 2.8 

Night 0.3 506 575 567  13.6 12.0 

 0.6 314 450 411  43.3 31.0 

 487 
 488 
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 489 
Fig. 12. As Fig. 11, but indoor operative temperature Top differences. 490 

3.6.Impact of latitude  491 

To consider if these results vary with latitude and therefore solar altitude, we simulate a 492 

transect North (Aberdeen) and South (Marseille) of London. As the densest neighbourhood 493 

(λP = 0.6) has the largest differences, we only present the simulations for λP = 0.6. 494 

3.6.1. North-facing wall surface temperature 495 

As the north-facing wall surface temperature is most influenced by the increased inter-496 

building longwave radiative exchange (section 3.3, Fig. 8), we select this for analysis. The 497 

surface temperature differences (Fig. 13) are generally larger for lower latitudes (i.e., 498 

Marseille > London > Aberdeen). The median midday simulated surface temperature using 499 

boiadj←a,5 are 2 °C warmer (cf. boiadj←a) in Aberdeen and 3 °C in Marseille in summer; 500 

whereas in winter these increases are slightly smaller (1.2 and 2.4 °C, respectively). The 501 
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nocturnal surface temperature differences are smaller between methods.  502 

Thus, latitudinal variations in shortwave radiation impact the inter-building longwave 503 

exchange. As lower latitudes can have higher solar altitudes, the adj south-facing wall 504 

receives more solar radiation allowing higher surface temperature at noon. Therefore, the 505 

directly opposite boi north-facing wall receives more longwave radiation, increasing its 506 

surface temperature.  507 

In winter, there is a large increase in midday surface temperatures for the boiadj←iso method 508 

used for London and Marseille, as the shortwave radiation at lower latitudes increases the 509 

difference between south-facing wall surface temperature of the isolated building (used as 510 

Tadj of boiadj←iso) and air temperature (used as Tadj of boiadj←a) (Terjung and O’Rourke, 1981).  511 

 512 
Fig. 13. As Fig. 8, but north-facing wall surface temperature differences (hourly) in three locations: (a,b) 513 
Aberdeen, (c,d) London, (e,f) Marseille for λP = 0.6.  514 

3.6.2. Cooling/heating demand 515 
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As the latitude decreases, annual cooling energy demand difference between the boiadj←a,5 516 

and boiadj←a methods decreases (17% to 9%, Table 5) while difference in heating demand 517 

increases (4% to 6%). Whereas, the trend in absolute difference in energy demand is the 518 

opposite (Table 5: annual cooling demand increases from 1.7 (Aberdeen) to 5.8 kWh 519 

(Marseille) and heating decreases (5.2 to 3.7 kWh). Relative differences in energy demand 520 

are commonly compared (e.g. Evins et al., 2014; Luo et al., 2020), but as absolute 521 

consumption impacts both cost and carbon emission, it should not be neglected. 522 

Diurnal median peak cooling load differences between methods (boiadj←a,5 and boiadj←a) 523 

occur in around the mid-day and increase with decreasing latitude from 3 to 4.5 W m-2 (Fig. 524 

14) and the equivalent peak heating load differences are also larger (0.8 to 1.2 W m-2) and 525 

appearing during the similar period (except Marseille). In Marseille, a fluctuation near mid-526 

day impacts the heating when the indoor air temperature exceeds the heating setpoint (no 527 

heating is required). These trends of differences are consistent with diurnal cycle of cooling 528 

and heating loads, and hence are potentially influences by building-related settings. For 529 

instance, lowering the cooling setpoint and raising the heating setpoint can expand the period 530 

of HVAC system operation and may potentially increase the absolute differences in energy 531 

demand. Orientation of windows affect the time period when the indoor space is exposed to 532 

direct sunlight as well as the intensity, therefore influences the cooling/heating loads (Raftery 533 

et al., 2014). Other building envelope features (e.g. insulation, thermal mass and wind-to-wall 534 

ratios) will have an impact but are beyond the scope of this study. 535 

As shown in Table 5, summer hourly cooling load nMBE for boiadj←a.5 and boiadj←iso (cf. 536 

boiadj←a) in both Aberdeen and London are exceeding the ASHRAE ±10% uncertainty limit 537 

(section 2.4). This demonstrates the bias of simulated cooling (heating) load with EnergyPlus 538 

default longwave radiative exchange method is larger for higher (lower) latitudes. 539 
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Table 5: As Table 3, but for locations at three latitudes. Percentage variation is related to the base value (cf. 540 
boiadj←a). 541 
 542 

  (a) Energy Demand (kWh)  (b) Percentage variation 

(%) 

 (c) nMBE (%) 

 λP = 0.6 boiadj←a boiadj←a.5 boiadj←iso  boiadj←a.5 boiadj←iso  boiadj←a.5 boiadj←iso 

Cooling Aberdeen 10.0 11.7 11.7  17.1 17.3  15.3 15.4 

 London 24.9 28.1 28.0  13.0 12.4  12.3 12.0 

 Marseille 61.2 67.0 66.6  9.4 8.8  8.3 7.8 

Heating Aberdeen 129.2 124.0 125.7  -4.1 -2.7  -2.7 -1.7 

 London 107.3 101.9 104.0  -5.0 -3.1  -3.7 -2.3 

 Marseille 59.8 56.1 57.6  -6.2 -3.7  -5.4 -3.5 

 543 
 544 

 545 
Fig. 14. As Fig. 13 but cooling/heating load differences. In winter, Marseille’s differences are all less than 0 546 
because of indoor temperatures being warmer than the setpoint, so heating system is not used. 547 
 548 

3.6.3. Overheating risk 549 

The annual overheating degree hours (Table 6), have a similar trend to the cooling energy 550 

demand (Table 5) with larger relative differences in Aberdeen because of the lower base 551 

value (60% at night, cf. 43% in London, 20 % in Marseille). The absolute difference in 552 

overheating degree hours is the largest in Marseille (Table 6). Diurnal median operative 553 

temperature differences (Fig. 15) indicate the default method tends to underestimate the peak, 554 
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especially at lower latitudes. Summer median difference in peak increase from 1 °C in 555 

Aberdeen to 1.35 °C in Marseille (Fig. 15). As a bias of 1 °C can cause overheating risk 556 

misclassification (section 3.4), even in Aberdeen the default method underestimation should 557 

not be ignored. 558 

Table 6: As Table 4, but for three locations. Percentage variation is related to the base value (cf. boiadj←a).  559 
  (a) Overheating degree hours  (b) Percentage variation (%) 

  boiadj←a boiadj←a.5 boiadj←iso  boiadj←a.5 boiadj←iso 

Day Aberdeen 2491 3102 3050  24.5 22.4 

 London 7948 9398 9191  18.2 15.6 

 Marseille 22258 25093 24666  12.7 10.8 

Night Aberdeen 39 62 619  60.1 46.5 

 London 314 450 411  43.3 31.0 

 Marseille 2814 3387 3216  20.4 14.3 

 560 
 561 

 562 
Fig. 15. As Fig 12, but indoor operative temperature differences (hourly) in three locations: (a,b) Aberdeen, 563 
(c,d) London, (e,f) Marseille for λP = 0.6.  564 
 565 

4. Discussion 566 

Prior work documented the importance of considering external longwave radiation in 567 

building energy simulations (Bouyer et al., 2011; Evins et al., 2014; Luo et al., 2020), but did 568 

not assess plan area ratios of different neighbourhoods. We apply an iterative/spin-up 569 
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approach to the widely-used building energy simulation tool (i.e., EnergyPlus) to better 570 

determine the impacts of longwave radiative exchanges between buildings and further 571 

improve usability of the tool. One advantage of our proposed approach is that it does not 572 

require extra external data inputs apart from the supply of view factors, which can be 573 

calculated in a variety of ways (e.g., Howell et al., 2010). Thus, the approach can be easily 574 

and widely applied to assess the impact of the urban setting on building internal and external 575 

thermal conditions and energy performance. 576 

Our findings extend current understanding of external longwave radiation on buildings by 577 

considering changes in urban plan area density and latitude. As denser neighbourhoods have 578 

larger building view factors, rather than sky, the longwave radiative fluxes between buildings 579 

are greater. Solar altitudes are larger for lower latitudes, which causes less shading on 580 

external building surfaces and higher surface temperatures, hence emitting greater longwave 581 

radiation. Therefore, differences in all metrics (e.g. energy demand and indoor overheating 582 

risk) compared to the default EnergyPlus option are found to be more evident in denser 583 

neighbourhoods. This indicates that the benefits gained from the updated approach may be 584 

particularly important for buildings located in dense neighbourhoods and low latitudes. As 585 

the urban population growth is expected to be greater at lower latitudes (United Nations, 586 

2019) with increasing neighbourhood densities, our approach has a large potential to ensure 587 

more sustainable designs in these regions if taken into account. 588 

However, in our present work we use idealised neighbourhoods with identical buildings. In 589 

many neighbourhoods that may be reasonable but where there is a heterogenous mix of 590 

buildings, the surface temperature of adjacent buildings could be calculated by treating them 591 

as isolated individuals (Luo et al., 2020), as we find this bias to be smaller than the 592 

EnergyPlus default option. However, further improvement is needed for dense heterogenous 593 
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neighbourhoods in low latitudes. Currently, the ground surface temperature is not updated 594 

(i.e. remains the same as air temperature from TMY inputs), this should be further explored 595 

in the future. Furthermore, we only consider one building type, many design options will 596 

have an impact (e.g. envelope features, building heights) on the outdoor variables and 597 

feedback to the indoor thermal environment in various ways, therefore could also be explored 598 

in future research. 599 

5. Conclusions 600 

Using EnergyPlus, the surface temperature for an adjacent building can be simulated using 601 

the air temperature provided (e.g. TMY) or from an isolated building if simulating inter-602 

building longwave radiative exchange. If these air temperature data are observations are 603 

based on standard WMO rural climate settings, they will not represent the urban climate 604 

properly (Tang et al., 2021; WMO, 2018). We conclude that none of the existing EnergyPlus 605 

methods allow realistic simulations if the building of interest (boi) is within a neighbourhood 606 

surrounded by other buildings. Here, we propose a model spin-up approach to account for 607 

adjacent buildings surface temperatures. When compared to existing methods to determine 608 

inter-building longwave radiative exchange, the surface temperature, building energy demand 609 

and overheating risks in various plan area fractions and climates are impacted. Key 610 

conclusions are: 611 

• At least five iterations/spin-up are needed when simulating the inter-building longwave 612 

radiative exchange in EnergyPlus, especially in dense neighbourhoods (λP = 0.6). With 613 

sufficient iterations, the initial adjacent building surface temperature chosen no longer 614 

matters. 615 

• Comparing the default EnergyPlus longwave radiative exchange method (assigning air 616 

temperature to adjacent building surfaces) to the spin-up method we propose: 617 

o Differences in metrics are small for low density neighbourhoods (λP = 0.1) but 618 
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increase to unignorable for denser neighbourhoods (λP = 0.3 and 0.6). 619 

o Median external building surface temperature is underpredicted by up to 3 °C, 620 

which could become even larger with lower latitudes. 621 

o Annual cooling energy demand is underpredicted (up to 17%) and heating energy 622 

demand overpredicted (up to 6%) varying with climates when λP = 0.6. For lower 623 

latitudes, the absolute difference in peak cooling and heating loads are larger. 624 

o Annual overheating degree hours are underpredicted in the day (up to 25%) and 625 

night (60%) (λP = 0.6). Lower latitudes have larger absolute differences, but the 626 

relative differences tend to decrease. The median indoor operative temperature is 627 

underestimated, with larger impacts at lower latitudes (up to 1.4 °C). 628 

• Using isolated building surface temperatures for adjacent buildings in a neighbourhood, 629 

nocturnal wall surface temperature is underpredicted (up to 0.6 °C). The winter north-630 

facing wall temperature is largely overpredicted (~2 °C). Annual cooling demand is 631 

underpredicted (up to 0.6%) and heating overpredicted (up to 2.5%). Overall, indoor 632 

overheating risk is underpredicted, especially at night (up to 13.6%). 633 
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 786 

Supplementary Material 787 

SM.1. Assessment of view factors calculated with Monte Carlo ray-tracing method 788 

The fundamental expression of view factors between two finite surfaces (F1→2) is (Howell et 789 

al., 2010): 790 

𝐹1→2 =
1

𝐴1
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where surfaces 1 and 2 have areas of A1 and A2 (m
2) and have their normal at angle θ1 and θ2 792 

(rad) to the line of length r12 (m) between them. 793 

The view factor between the boi north-facing wall and adj south-facing wall in the 794 

neighbourhood with λP = 0.1 (Fig. S.1) calculated with the Monte Carlo ray-tracing method 795 

(Eq. 10) are compared to the result calculated with Eq. S.1. With 3000 rays the view factor 796 

difference between the Monte Carlo ray-tracing result and Eq. S.1 is < 1 x 10-5 (Fig. S.2). 797 

 798 

Fig. S.1. Two surfaces selected for view factor calculation indicated by red boxes. 799 
 800 

 801 
Fig. S.2. View factors calculated with Monte Carlo method and Eq. S.1. 802 

SM.2. Impact of simplification of adjacent building modelling 803 

Adjacent building facets are assumed to be isotropic during the simulation to save 804 

computational cost. The impact of this simplification has been analysed by comparing the 805 

simplified detailed facet modelling of the case boiadj←a,5 with λP = 0.6. The north-facing wall 806 

(which directly faces windows on adjacent buildings) surface temperature differences are 807 

shown in Fig. S.5. The median difference in north-facing wall surface temperature due to 808 
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windows simplification is up to 0.2 °C. For other walls, this difference is much smaller (not 809 

shown) as they are not facing windows directly. 810 

 811 
Fig. S.3. Median diurnal cycle (lines) and inter-quartile ranges (shading) of north-facing wall surface 812 
temperature differences (hourly) using boiadj←a,5 (simplified model – detailed model) during the year in London 813 
for plan area fractions λP=0.6. 814 

SM.3. Differences of external building surface temperatures between iterations – extended 815 

 816 
Fig. S.4. Summer (JJA) and winter (DJF) mean bias error (MBE, section 2.4; 10-min timestep, N=52560) in 817 
external building surface temperature (cf. previous iteration, Fig. 2) for different facets (colour) in London with 818 
three plan area fractions (λP) (marker) and two initial adj surface temperatures (rows) with the convergence 819 
criteria (0.01 °C, dashed line). Annual MBE are shown in Figure 4. 820 

 821 
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 822 
Fig. S.5. Annual mean absolute error (MAE, section 2.4; 10-min timestep, N=52560) in external building 823 
surface temperature (cf. previous iteration, Fig. 2) for different facets (colour) in London with three plan area 824 
fractions (λP) (marker) and two initial adj surface temperatures (rows) with the convergence criteria (0.01 °C, 825 
dashed line). MBE are shown in Figure 4. 826 

SM.4. Differences between surface temperatures simulated with different sources of initial 827 

surface temperature values at each iteration– extended 828 

 829 
Fig. S.6.  Impact of different initialisations (Fig 2; i.e. iteration 0 refers to boiadj←iso - boiadj←a) on external 830 
building surface temperature (metric MBE between results, section 2.4; 10-min timestep, N=52560) for different 831 
facets (colour) in London with three plan area fractions (λP, marker) for (a) summer (JJA) and (b) winter (DJF). 832 
Annual MBE are shown in Figure 6. 833 
 834 
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 835 
Fig. S.7.  Annual mean absolute error (MAE, section 2.4; 10-min timestep, N=52560) in external building 836 
surface temperature between iterated results with different initialisations (Fig 2; i.e. iteration 0 refers to boiadj←iso 837 
- boiadj←a) for different facets (colour) in London with three plan area fractions (λP, marker). Annual MBE are 838 
shown in Figure 6. 839 


